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Lonely Planet: The world's leading travel guide publisherLonely Planet's Polandis your passport
to the most relevant, up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden discoveries
await you. Sample Krakow's nightlife, learn dramatic history in Warsaw and wander Gdansk's
medieval lanes - all with your trusted travel companion. Get to the heart of Poland and begin your
journey now!Inside Lonely Planet's Poland:NEW pull-out, passport-size 'Just Landed' card with
wi-fi, ATM and transport info - all you need for a smooth journey from airport to hotelNEW
Accommodation feature gathers all the information you need to plan your accommodationColour
maps and images throughoutHighlightsand itineraries help you tailor your trip to your personal
needs and interestsInsider tips to save time and money and get around like a local, avoiding
crowds and trouble spotsEssential infoat your fingertips - hours of operation, phone numbers,
websites, transit tips, pricesHonest reviews for all budgets - eating, sleeping, sightseeing, going
out, shopping, hidden gems that most guidebooks missCultural insights give you a richer, more
rewarding travel experience - history, people, music, landscapes, wildlife, cuisine, politicsCovers
Warsaw, Mazovia and Podlasie, Krakow, Malopolska, the Carpathian Mountains, Silesia,
Wielkopolska, Gdansk and Pomerania, Warmia and Masuria, and moreThe Perfect Choice:
Lonely Planet's Polandis our most comprehensive guide to Poland, and is perfect for discovering
both popular and off-the-beaten-path experiences.About Lonely Planet: Lonely Planet is a
leading travel media company and the world's number one travel guidebook brand, providing
both inspiring and trustworthy information for every kind of traveller since 1973. Over the past
four decades, we've printed over 145 million guidebooks and grown a dedicated, passionate
global community of travellers. You'll also find our content online, and in mobile apps, video, 14
languages, nine international magazines, armchair and lifestyle books, ebooks, and
more.'Lonely Planet guides are, quite simply, like no other.' - New York Times'Lonely Planet. It's
on everyone's bookshelves, it's in every traveler's hands. It's on mobile phones. It's on the
Internet. It's everywhere, and it's telling entire generations of people how to travel the world.' -
Fairfax MediaeBook Features: (Best viewed on tablet devices and smartphones)Downloadable
PDF and offline maps prevent roaming and data chargesEffortlessly navigate and jump between
maps and reviewsAdd notes to personalise your guidebook experienceSeamlessly flip between
pagesBookmarks and speedy search capabilities get you to key pages in a flashEmbedded
links to recommendations' websitesZoom-in maps and imagesInbuilt dictionary for quick
referencingImportant Notice: The digital edition of this book may not contain all of the images
found in the physical edition.
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Welcome to PolandPicturesque cities such as Kraków and Gdańsk vie with energetic Warsaw
for your urban attention. Elsewhere, woods, rivers, lakes and hills beckon for some fresh-air
fun.A Thousand YearsPoland’s history stretches over a millennium of twists and turns and kings
and castles. WWII history buffs are well served – monuments and museums dedicated to that
epic, tragic conflict, and to Poland’s remarkable survival, can be seen everywhere. There’s a



growing appreciation, too, of the country’s rich Jewish heritage. Beyond the deeply affecting
Holocaust memorials, synagogues are being sensitively restored, and former Jewish centres
such as Łódź and Lublin have created heritage walking trails.Castles to Log CabinsThe former
royal capital of Kraków is a living museum of architecture through the ages. Its nearly perfectly
preserved Gothic core proudly wears overlays of Renaissance, baroque and art nouveau.
Fabulous medieval castles and evocative ruins dot hilltops around the country, and the fantastic
red-brick fortresses of the Teutonic Knights stand proudly in the north along the Vistula. Simple
but finely crafted wooden churches hide amid the Carpathian hills, and the ample skills of the
highlanders are on display at the country’s many skansens (open-air ethnographic
museums).Heart-Warming FoodGood home cooking, the way your grandmother used to make
it, is the basis of Polish cuisine. Local ingredients, such as pork, duck, cabbage, mushrooms,
beetroot and onion, are combined simply and honed to perfection. Regional specialities and
accomplished chefs keep things from getting dull. As for sweets, it’s hard to imagine a more
accommodating destination. Cream cakes, apple strudel, pancakes, fruit-filled dumplings and a
special mania for lody (ice cream) may have you skipping the main course and jumping straight
to the main event.Fresh-Air PursuitsAway from the big cities, much of Poland feels remote and
unspoiled. While large swathes of the country are flat, the southern border is lined with a chain of
low-lying but lovely mountains that invite days, if not weeks, of splendid solitude. Well-marked
hiking paths criss-cross the country, taking you through dense forest, along broad rivers and
through mountain passes. Much of the northeast is covered by interlinked lakes and waterways
ideal for kayaking and canoeing – no experience necessary. Local outfitters are happy to set you
up for a couple of hours or weeks.Main Market Square and St Mary’s Basilica, Kraków | BORIS
STROUJKO /SHUTTERSTOCK ©Why I Love PolandBy Simon Richmond, WriterFamily and
friend connections first brought me to Poland, nearly 30 years ago. Even in those more
challenging times I remember being impressed by the country’s effort to rebuild itself, as
witnessed in the amazing reconstruction of Warsaw’s Old Town and the preservation of historic
locations such as Kraków and Gdańsk. Today, Poland is one of Europe’s economic star
performers. Creative energy is abundant in the urban areas, but progress hasn’t come at the
expense of the beautiful countryside, which, for adventurous travellers, remains a playground of
forests, beaches and mountains.For more, see Our Writers

Poland’s Top 17KrakówIt’s easy to see why Kraków is an unmissable destination. The former
royal capital beguiles with its heady blend of history and harmonious architecture. At its heart is
the vast Main Market Sq (Rynek Główny), Europe’s largest medieval marketplace. Equally
magnificent is Wawel Royal Castle (pictured), on a hill above the Old Town. But that’s just the
start – every part of the city is fascinating, from the former Jewish district of Kazimierz and its
scintillating nightlife to the communist-era concrete structures of Nowa Huta.TTSTUDIO /
SHUTTERSTOCK ©Top ExperiencesWarsaw’s Museums & PalacesWarsaw has a dramatic
history, and its best museums reflect that complex past. Start with the Museum of Warsaw,



which maps out the city’s development. Move on to powerful Warsaw Rising Museum, focusing
on the darkest hours of WWII, followed by the award-winning POLIN Museum of the History of
Polish Jews (pictured). Beautiful music can be heard at the Fryderyk Chopin Museum and
communist-era eye candy shines bright at the Neon Museum. For stately charm, don’t miss
Wilanów Palace, or Łazienki Park’s lovely Palace on the Isle.M. STAROWIEYSKA, D.GOLIK/
POLIN MUSEUM OF THE HISTORY OF POLISH JEWS ©Top ExperiencesGdańskThe colossal
red-brick St Mary’s Church peers down on slender merchants’ townhouses, wedged ornately
between palaces that line wide, ancient thoroughfares and crooked medieval lanes. A
cosmopolitan residue of art and artefacts left behind by a rich maritime and trading past packs
whole museums, and tourists from around the world compete with amber stalls and street
performers for cobblestone space. This is Gdańsk; once part of the Hanseatic League, it’s now
in a league of its own.KAVALENKAU/SHUTTERSTOCK ©Top ExperiencesWrocławThroughout
its history, Wrocław – the former German city of Breslau – has taken everything invaders could
throw at it, and survived. Badly damaged in WWII, it was rebuilt around its beautiful main market
square, where you’ll find the gothic Old Town Hall (pictured). Other highlights include the rococo
buildings of the University of Wrocław and the Panorama of Racławice, a vast 19th-century
painting exhibited in a purpose-built rotunda. The town also has a vibrant nightlife, with plenty of
dining and drinking options in the narrow streets of its lively Old Town.PIOTR BORKOWSKI/
GETTY IMAGES ©Top ExperiencesThe Great Masurian LakesSip a cocktail on the deck of a
luxury yacht, take a dip, or don a lifejacket, grab your paddle and slide off into a watery
adventure on one of the interconnected lakes that make up this mecca for Polish sailing and
water-sports fans. Make your base one of the lakeside resorts, such as the picturesque Mikołajki
(pictured) where the slap and jangle of masts competes with the clinking of glasses and the
murmur of boat talk. Return to the lakes in winter to go cross-country skiing over their frozen
surfaces.EWG3D/GETTY IMAGES ©Top ExperiencesBaltic BeachesThe season may be brief
and the sea one of Europe’s nippiest, but if you’re looking for a dose of sand, there are few better
destinations than the Baltic’s cream-white beaches. Many people come for the strands along
one of the many coastal resorts, be it hedonistic Darłówko, genteel Świnoujście or the spa town
of Kołobrzeg; others opt to flee the masses and head out instead for the shifting dunes of the
Słowiński National Park (pictured), where the Baltic’s constant bluster sculpts mountains of
sifted grains.LUKASZ STEFANSKI/SHUTTERSTOCK ©Top ExperiencesMalbork
CastleMedieval monster mother ship of the Teutonic order, Malbork Castle is a mountain of
bricks held together by a lake of mortar. This Gothic blockbuster was home to the all-powerful
order’s grand master and later to visiting Polish monarchs. They have all now left the stage of
history, but not even the shells of WWII could dismantle this baby. If you travelled to Poland to
see castles, this is what you came to see; catch it just before dusk when the slanting sunlight
burns the bricks kiln-crimson.ITSMEJUST/SHUTTERSTOCK ©Top ExperiencesGdańsk’s
Museum of WWIINot many museums have visitors in a daze when they leave, but you may need
a sit down after a few hours in Gdańsk’s Museum of WWII. Housed at the northern end of the



waterfront, in a painfully angular piece of architecture, this Gdańsk must-see marches
choronologically through WWII, with exhibits mostly examining the human suffering the conflict
caused. The vast concrete interior, painted almost exclusively in black and grey, creates an
oppressive effect. The dark subject and the very fabric of the museum leave few
untouched.SASHK0/SHUTTERSTOCK ©; ARCHITECTURE FIRM: KWADRATTop
ExperiencesGothic ToruńWhile many of northern Poland’s towns went up in a puff of red-brick
dust in WWII’s endgame, Toruń miraculously escaped intact, leaving today’s visitors a
magnificently preserved, walled Gothic city by the swirling Vistula. Wander through the Unesco–
listed Old Town crammed with museums, churches, grand mansions and squares, and when
you’re flagging, perk up with a peppery gingerbread cookie, Toruń’s signature snack. Another
treat is the city’s Copernicus connections – Poland’s most illustrious astronomer allegedly first
saw the light of day in one of Toruń’s Gothic townhouses.ALEH VARANISHCHA/GETTY
IMAGES ©Top ExperiencesFolk Architecture‘Skansen’ in Polish refers to an open-air museum
of folk architecture, and Poland offers plenty of them. These great gardens of log cabins and
timbered chalets make for a wonderful ramble and are testament to centuries of peasant life
across the country. Sanok’s Museum of Folk Architecture (pictured) in the Carpathians is the
country’s biggest skansen, and includes timber churches, an early-18th-century synagogue and
even a fire station. As well as these museums, you’ll find remnants of old wooden churches and
other buildings sprinkled throughout the mountains.SHEVCHENKO ANDREY/SHUTTERSTOCK
©Top ExperiencesJasna Góra PilgrimageIn many parts of Europe, religious buildings are often
little more than historical sights or curiosities. In Poland, however, many churches and
monasteries remain an integral part of everyday life. Nowhere is this more apparent than at the
Jasna Góra monastery (pictured) in Częstochowa. Every year millions of pilgrims come to pray
in Poland’s spiritual capital. For the most impressive display of devotion, pay a visit on 15
August, when the Feast of the Assumption sees this relatively small town swamped by hundreds
of thousands of worshippers.GRABOWSKI FOTO/SHUTTERSTOCK ©Top
ExperiencesBiałowieża National ParkThat bison on the label of a bottle of Żubr beer or
Żubrówka vodka starts to make a lot more sense once you’ve visited this little piece of pristine
wood on the Belarus border. The Unesco–listed Białowieża National Park holds one of Europe’s
last vestiges of primeval forest, which you can visit in the company of a guide. The bison, which
was once extinct outside zoos, has been successfully reintroduced here, although your best bet
for seeing these magnificent animals is the nearby European Bison Show Reserve.VLAD
SOKOLOVSKY/SHUTTERSTOCK ©Top ExperiencesAuschwitz-Birkenau Memorial &
MuseumThese Nazi German extermination camps were the scene of history’s greatest
genocide, the killing of more than a million people. Now they form a museum and memorial to
the victims. Beyond the infamous ‘Arbeit Macht Frei’ sign at the entrance to Auschwitz are
surviving prison blocks that house exhibitions as shocking as they are informative. Not far away,
the former Birkenau camp holds the remnants of the gas chambers used for mass murder.
Visiting the complex is an unsettling but deeply moving experience.AKTURER/



SHUTTERSTOCK ©Top ExperiencesCycling in the KarkonoszeSlung between Mt Wielki
Szyszak (1509m) to the west, and Mt Śnieżka (1602m) to the east, Karkonosze National Park is
not only a treat for hikers. Through its leafy expanse are threaded several mountain-biking trails,
covering some 450km, that are easily accessed from the mountain towns of Szklarska Poręba or
Karpacz. Pick up a free bike-trail map from the tourist office, hire a bike and head on out through
the trees, passing impressively lofty cliffs carved by ice-age glaciers.DZIAJDA/
SHUTTERSTOCK ©Top ExperiencesNightlife in KazimierzOnce a lively blend of both Jewish
and Christian cultures, the western half of Kazimierz is one of Kraków’s nightlife hubs. Hidden
among its narrow streets and distressed facades are numerous small bars, ranging from grungy
to glamorous. The centre of all this activity is Plac Nowy, a small, atmospheric square dominated
by a circular central building that was once the quarter’s meat market. If Kraków’s Old Town is
becoming a bit staid for your taste, a night in Kazimierz will revive your spirits.MIKOLAJN/
GETTY IMAGES ©Top ExperiencesHiking in the Tatra MountainssIn many ways, the Tatras are
the perfect mountain range: awe-inspiring yet approachable, with peaks that even ordinary folks
– with a little bit of extra effort – can conquer. That doesn’t diminish their impact, especially on a
summer day when the clouds part to reveal the mountains’ stern rocky visage climbing up over
the dwarf pines below. The best approach to the peaks is from the mountain resort of Zakopane,
where the Tatra Park Nature Education Centre provides a good grounding in the natural history
of the mountains.TRAMPER79/SHUTTERSTOCK ©Top ExperiencesŁódźPoland’s third-largest
city has mastered the knack of transforming former industrial spaces into bold architectural
projects, housing cultural, shopping and entertainment areas. For example, EC1, Łódź’ first
heating and power plant, has been refashioned into a complex with a planetarium, a huge
science and technology centre and a range of exhibition spaces. The Manufaktura mall
(pictured) includes the MS2 Museum of Art, a zip line and an artificial beach. And don’t miss the
remarkable Fabryczna railway station, an architecturally stunning work of art.MARIOLA ANNA S/
SHUTTERSTOCK ©
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David Sideck, “Good resource for planning a trip. I had previously borrowed this book from the
local library, but decided I wanted to have my own copy. I am in the process of planning a visit to
Poland. For my purposes, the chapters pertaining to Kraków and southern Poland are most
relevant. I like that this book has a broader scope and does not focus exclusively on the major
cities.”

john, “what I wanted. The book is prepandemic. I am not sure yet how up-to-date it is. I would
presume business were shuttered.”

pivotal, “easy use. Excellent publication would recommend”

V., “Lonely Planet - what needs to be said?. Lonely Planet is - as always - a good choice. The
concise information about all relevant places in Poland are valuable and easy to digest. Not too
much, but also not too little information. Perfect for travelling in this amazing country!”

The book by Lonely Planet has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 48 people have provided feedback.
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